Abstract—With the data universe expanding to uncontrollable limits, we are losing control of our personal information. From online purchases to movie streaming, we are giving vendors more and more information, such that our privacy is at stake. Hackers and third-parties can gain access to this information, putting us at risk to a number of attacks. The current model where every online vendor has personal information, such as name, addresses and date of birth should be reconsidered. A user needs to have full or at least more control over their personal data, and who has access to it. This paper presents alternatives to vendors having all of a users personal information and raises many concerns about the current state of play. A simple model is proposed where personal information is stored on the users mobile device, and requested by vendors when needed. Information can then be given in either a private or trusted manor, and encrypted responses can be cached by a relay service. Vendors should only use the data inflight, and never store personal information. This provides the user with data provenance and access control, while providing the vendor with accountability and enhanced security.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A serious deficiency we are observing with the current state of the cyber security industry is the inability for data owners to control their data [1]. In the event of a data breach, such as the recent Ashley Madison hack [2] or the Yahoo hack of a billion accounts [3], personal information is being leaked, often without the user being notified. This leads to issues such as identity theft or credit card fraud. Personal information is not just at risk from malicious attackers, but also people employed by these companies. In 2010, an engineer at Google abused his privileged administrator rights to spy on teenagers using the GTalk service [4]. Only after the teenagers parents reported the administrator was Google made aware. The sole reliance on the trust and reputation of a cloud service provider and their employees is neither a strong nor sustainable way forward for the cloud computing industry [1].

The risk of personal information being stolen or misused is not the only issue with the collection of personal information. Information about a user is constantly being sold to advertising companies [5][6]. For example, an online search on a car may results in targeted advertisements for the same brand of car through AdSense. Information is also leaked through other means such as cookies and third-party sites (for example ads within the page) [7][8].

This paper is targeting the issue of returning control of personal information back to the user, while proposing a different mindset to a user needing to share their personal information with vendors and websites. The issue of leakage through cookies etc. has been discussed in detail in other work [7][8]. But solving the problem of lack of control over data has not been addressed [1]. Other motivation for returning control of data to users is the introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation, discussed in Section II.

The paper defines personal information in Section II. limiting the scope to information such as name, addresses and date of birth. The system model is proposed in Section IV, which stops the spread of personal information, by reducing it to a single entity where vendors can request information when needed. How personal information can be protected using the system model, or other means is discussed in Sections V and VI. The current challenges and limitations of protecting users privacy, and related work addressing some issues is given in Sections VII and VIII respectively.

II. LAW REQUIREMENTS AND LIMITATIONS

With the Internet’s increasing reach, data can be processed across multiple borders. This complicates the legal jurisdiction and control of user data. Each country enacts their own legislation relating to data privacy, and wording will differ in each of these countries. Such legislations dictate a range of requirements, and more importantly, regulations surrounding the treatment of user data (for example access, amending and erasure). There are some generally agreed upon principles across the countries, including that information is collected for a legitimate and lawful purpose, which needs to be outlined to the data subject before it is collected. The data subject also needs to be informed on the details of who is collecting the data. Data needs to be collected directly from the data subject. Often these details are given in unreadable terms and conditions, and must be accepted before use.

A. Access

There are some general legislative requirements for anyone who provides their personal information. These include access to information to ensure it is accurate, relevant and complete. These may seem like fundamental rights, however they vary...
between countries. Some countries will charge the data subject a small fee to access their data, and may take days to retrieve it.

B. Storage

A big limitation is the storage of data. Legislation is always playing catch up with technology and therefore not much legislation defines how data should be stored. Most countries legislation have a similar section around data storage which says reasonable security measures must be taken to secure the data. The problem is the subjective term ‘reasonable’. This could mean completely different requirements for different organisations depending on the data they are storing. Encryption is not mentioned in legislation but again could be seen as a reasonable security measure.

C. General Data Protection Regulation

Currently in the European Union (EU) there are numerous directives in place which aim to protect personal data. The EU Data Protection Directive, which is the main document within the EU for data protection, regulates how data can be processed within the EU. In addition there are two other directives which compliment the Data Protection Directive: (1) the 2009 E-Privacy Directive, and (2) the Data Retention Directive.

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a new regulation from the EU that will come into force from 25 May 2018, replacing the existing EU Data Protection Directive. The GDPR will help to strengthen and unify data protection for individuals who reside within the EU, by introducing or further defining the following areas: (1) increased territorial scope, (2) tougher sanctions, (3) consent, (4) breach notification, (5) right to access, (6) right to be forgotten, (7) data portability, (8) privacy by design, and (9) data protection officers.

Once in force, the GDPR will be legally binding on all member states of the EU. This will also extend the scope to all organisations who may operate within the EU or process data of EU citizens, whether they are headquartered there or not. Much discussion has taken place around the effects that the GDPR will have on the data privacy landscape. The general consensus is that the GDPR will have a positive effect. Therefore the GDPR should become the new standard for data privacy. The new principles in the GDPR aim to give back the control of data to users, with the proposed model presenting in Section IV strengthening this control. Then with vendors in the EU needing to abide by the GDPR, removing personal information from their systems into a centralised model will be beneficial to all parties.

III. Personal Information

A. Cyber or Digital Identity

This paper defines ‘Personal Information’ as pieces of information identifying an individual, such as name or date of birth. Furthermore, the state where personal information is entered online, tampered with or involved in any fraudulent related events is referred to as a person’s cyber-identity or digital-identity. Pieces of cyber-identity information often can be attributed back to a specific person. Other personal data such as medical history, images or current location are not regarded in the scope of this paper.

The reason and validity of disclosing personal information to vendors is often unclear and seemingly unnecessary in many cases. Users surfing the Internet day-to-day are often oblivious to the security and privacy of their personal information being stored online. However cyber identity thefts, selling of data to third-parties, phishing, and social engineering attacks suggest the need to develop solutions to protect personal information. Common sites and vendors require the following information before a user can use their service. Note by requiring accurate information, users creating accounts with fake details (for example Bob entering his first name as Alice) to protect themselves can be regarded as a criminal offence. Where the proposed model in Section IV still links to accurate personal information, even if the vendor sees anonymised data. Often online shops require two more sets of information, which are also shown below.

Registration:
- Email Address
- First or Family Name (or both)
- Phone Contact
- Date of Birth (or Age Range)
- Gender

Payment/Billing:
- Name on Card
- Card Number
- Security Code
- Card Type
- Expiry Date (mm/yyyy)

Delivery:
- Name (Company or Personal)
- Street Address and Suburb
- City and State (or Province)
- Post Code
- Country
- Contact Number

B. Social Media

This paper will not address in detail the issues of social media leaking personal information, due to the very nature of social media. Given the amount of money surrounding social media today, seeing a change in how personal information is abused may be difficult. However more user-centric security measures are required. Combined with an easier understanding of the information actually being leaked and the dangers of improper security settings. Finally by users having control of their personal information on other sites, could be a catalyst for change in social media as well.
C. Modern Gold

Personal information has become a commodity for marketers, online advertising companies and other businesses [17]. With the purpose of improving service delivery, companies buy user information and behaviour to better understand preferences and choices when shopping online. For example products and services are tailored towards what are thought of as a users preferences and needs. Whether names and email addresses are in plain-text, anonymised or removed before sale, there still exists the ability to join information together on a single user. One example is hashing an email address, the same hash function without salting will produce the same hash value. Whereas on the black market all stolen personal information will be in plain-text.

D. Personal Information Management

Personal information privacy is a process of mutual concessions and compromises between two entities, in particular an end user and service provider. Identity management has been proposed as a solution to reducing overheads in managing personal information. For example the UNIQuE framework focuses on security and trust [18], but is not primarily focused on privacy and anonymity, while personal information is visible to the management service. Personal information management provides measures on how to handle, process and manage any information attributing to someone, for example its life cycle. The personal information life cycle (PILC) (collecting, distributing, storing and manipulating) has users being cautious over how their PILC is being handled/processed [19]. Current guidelines, disclosures and regulations have been introduced to control the use of personal information in the entire PILC. However, different business and organisations have different ways of taking care of the PILC process. This allows the potential threat to personal information.

E. Threats to Personal Information

The very first threat to personal information is the act of invading and exploiting someone’s privacy with the use of his/her personal information at hand [12]. Social engineering fraud refers to scams which manipulate or lure people into giving out their confidential or personal information, resulting in financial gains for the criminals involved [13]. Similarly, cyber identity theft shows one in twenty five grown-ups in western countries each year are victims to fraudulent activities [20]. An act of crime on personal information or accidental use of personal information either from an insider threat or poor security implementation on systems may lead to identity theft. As a result, financial losses, pharmaceutical record losses and often users become victims to public scrutiny of their online personas and risk physical safety by revealing excessive personal information.

F. Personal Information and Law Enforcement Approaches

While threats to personal information has been discussed, law enforcement organisations have taken a step ahead by looking at processing, securing and managing personal information [21]. The implementation of data breach disclosure laws, consumer privacy acts, policies and guidelines have a reasonable level of protection for users as part of their mandatory information security policy awareness [12] [22]. The use of personal information through law enforcement information security awareness programs have empowered users to be vigilant on how personal information is used on a day-to-day basis [23]. One very important step which was highlighted is the ‘Information Custodian’. At all times, information custodians should manage the information asset life cycle (from creation until destruction) which in most sense minimise the risk of exploiting personal information.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

Today the mindset of vendors and online services or websites is to require personal information on account creation
as discussed in Section III. This results in a users personal information being spread across many locations as shown in Figure 1. Each registration requires the same information, but have no real requirement for it. Without a change of mindset, this problem will worsen.

A centralised model, where vendors do not store personal information but merely request it, giving the user more control over their data is proposed. Figure 2 shows an example model where all permanent storage of personal information is on the users device. A relay service is used to (1) hide the users device, (2) cache encrypted responses, (3) authorise vendors, (4) filter unwanted requests, and (5) provide features automatically like anonymous email.

An example of a trusted vendor is shown in Figure 3 for a user registering, then the website sending a welcome email. On registration the user provides the website with a unique code (different for each site and user), which the website checks before allowing a successfully registration. The website then asks the relay service for the email associated with the unique code. This request is forwarded to the users device prompting them if they trust the website (through an mobile application for example). Since this is a trusted website, the users email address is automatically encrypted with the websites public key, and sent to the relay which forwards it on. After the website has sent an email, the address is deleted from their system (never at rest). By the user always allowing the address to be used by the site (can be disabled again), next time the relay service can quickly reply with the encrypted response. Each request for information can be logged by the relay service to provide the user with useful statistics about their information.

This model does not stop vendors from caching users data without their permission. But for services such as banks and government services, there may be requirements to have full access to the information. For example, if a user changes their postal address in the proposed system, their bank can see they have moved. The bank then can ask for confirmation of the move before updating its records. This prevents statements or replacement cards from accidentally going to the wrong address.

Untrusted vendors or vendors who do not need the users personal information is the same as shown in Figure 3, however the information given is automatically made anonymous. Figure 4 shows the same example as Figure 3 however the email address given is anonymous. This address is directed to the relay service, which maps it to the real address. Note this means the relay service has access to the users real email address, but for this model the relay service is trusted. An untrusted relay service could conduct a man-in-the-middle attack with the encryption keys, therefore for this paper the relay is trusted.

The user only needs to interface with an application, such as an iPhone app. Any notifications can easily be pushed to the application for user input, for example Figure 5. Online account registration is also easy for the user. An example is shown in Figure 6 where a longer registration form can be replaced with a shorter one. How a random username can be generated automatically is discussed in Section V. The user code can be generated in the application and copied to the input box, or browser plugins could aid this process.

Details of the user code are implementation specific, and are not discussed in detail. The purpose of the user code in this paper is a means of linking an anonymous account to the real account via the relay service. Further authentication or security measures may need to be applied. Also note that there is no discussion around public key exchange as again this is an implementation problem. However the relay service
could act as a verifier or holder of public keys so the user knows the encryption key for the vendor is correct.

V. PROTECTING PRIVATE INFORMATION

A. Customers Name

Companies often use a customers name in letters and emails to make them feel more personal. But it should not be a necessity to divulge private information for this purpose. To maintain this personal connection, an email merely needs to use a placeholder or tag, for example $user.firstname$. When an email client is displaying this message, it can replace the placeholder on the local machine, keeping their name private.

If the company requires the customers name for warranty purposes, then the name only needs to be revealed if the customer has a problem with their product. This can be achieved by the company receiving an encryption of the name where the customer has the decrypt key. If the customer wants to return the product, then they can give the company the decryption key or password. This keeps the user in control of their data.

B. Email Address

An email address is similar to an IP address, where it provides an endpoint for the message. IP addresses can be kept private from senders by hiding behind proxies. This concept can be applied to email addresses where an anonymous address is used. When the mail server receives the email, it can replace the destination address to the real users address and resend it [24]. The messages should also be encrypted to further improve privacy. Therefore instead of a website gaining access to their real email address, an anonymous one can be automatically generated in conjunction with a public key.

C. Postal Address

The only entities that need to see a users postal address are the postal companies. A vendor only needs to know how much to charge for postage. In fact some postal services charge for delivery upon receiving the package, for example the New Zealand Post YouShop service [25]. With either method of payment, the vendor just needs to address the item with a unique identifier which the postal services can use to access the real postal address.

Figure 7 shows an example of an envelope being delivered. The sender addresses the envelope to a random value. Upon receiving the envelope, the first postal service has permissions to see the city and country of the address. Once the envelope reaches the local mail service, they have permission to request the full postal address. Then the envelope can be delivered to the current address. Therefore only the local mail service requires the full address, and the remote mail services only need to get the envelope to the local mail service.

D. Credit Card

When purchasing an item online, pages often ask if a user would like to save this card for future use. Even when declining this option, the credit card details may have been visible and therefore retrievable in the remote system. Information from this card could be used to identify the user, and used to illegally purchase other goods. Solutions exist to protect privacy and fraud, such as using a prepaid virtual credit card, Bitcoin, or trying to use PayPal anonymously [26]. These solutions do not provide a user-centric experience as they can be difficult to setup, slow down payments due to the need to transfer money or incur extra fees.

Instead banks and credit card services should provide a means of generating random single-use codes. Note that the Issuer Identification Number (IIN) would still be required so that the remaining random digits can be mapped to the real account. This prevents the code from being used again for malicious purposes, and can protect the users privacy. Another
possibility would be a predefined sequence of security codes. On verification of the card, the bank can verify the security code is the next one in the queue.

The protection of credit card information can also be achieved by encrypting the details with the bank's public keys. This means the store receives the card details, but cannot make sense of them as there are encrypted. However, the banks need to verify the card and hence the details are encrypted with a public key managed by the bank.

E. Date of Birth

Companies rarely require a customer's Date of Birth (DoB), other than validating they are of a certain age, for example in New Zealand one must be over 18 to purchase alcohol. With our proposed system model, the site only needs to query if the user is older than 18. Other uses of the DoB are for identifying birthdays for discounts, but again this can be achieved by querying if they have a birthday this month. A few website registration pages asked for an age range for content recommendations, which could also be queried for.

F. Phone Numbers

With the increasing popularity of the Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP) [27], one time or temporary contact numbers are becoming a reality for anonymous calls [28]. Therefore instead of a user giving out their real phone number, an anonymous one can be used. Then in the case of receiving spam calls, for example someone claiming to be from Microsoft [29], the number can simply be discarded.

G. Warranty Claims

In New Zealand, under the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 consumers have a right to a one-year manufacturer warranty. To claim a warranty, the consumer must have proof of purchase, for example a receipt. The vendor does not require any personal information to be able to honour a warranty.

VI. FEATURES AND POSSIBILITIES

A. Single Point for Updating Information

A major problem with the current model given in Figure 11 is the ability to update information easily. Currently a user has to remember and login to each account, where the proposed model they only need to update the information once. Even though this is not a security or privacy issue, it is relevant to GDPR (described in Section 11C).

B. Disabling Access to Information

Removing information from accounts and vendors is sometimes difficult. For example, unsubscribing from an email mailing list. Even when successful there is no guarantee the address was deleted from their servers. By giving each site/company a different anonymous email address, the mapping can be simply disabled to prevent any further emails. This is important for privacy and also the GDPR (described in Section 11C).

C. Querying over Explicit Requests

Instead of asking for information directly, often a vague query is sufficient. This can be seen in examples of registration pages shown in Section 11A, where an age range is requested in place of the date of birth. Querying however does have limitations if a change of response is encountered. For example, if a user was unable to satisfy the age requirement for the purchase of alcohol in a particular month but able to do so in the next month, the user's age can be inferred. This is still better than the site having the users full date of birth.

D. Verification

Websites such as Trade Me allow a user to have their address verified to increase trading trust [50]. With the proposed model, the relay service could verify users, allowing Trade Me to query the result. However, if the relay service does not store any plain-text information, the user cannot be verified. A possible solution would be to treat the relay service as a trusted party and allow it to request for user information. For the Trade Me example, the relay service could request the users address, and send a verification code in the post (similar to Trade Me [50]).

E. Two-Factor Authentication

Even though two-factor authentication can be viewed as ineffective against modern attacks [31], there are still benefits. Mobile devices make a good token [32] as a large percentage of people carry them around wherever they go. SMS is a simple solution for two-factor authentication however the delivery media is not guaranteed to be secure [33]. For the proposed model, an application is required on the users device, which could be used to provide two-factor authentication similar to the Authy application [34]. Because many modern mobile devices now come with biometric fingerprint sensors, they could also be used to further improve security [35]. The difference from the likes of Authy is the user is still anonymous as all requests go through the relay service.

F. Email Address Protection

There are a few approaches to providing an email relay for mapping an anonymous email address to a legitimate one. The easiest solution is to setup a mail server which contains a lookup table for translating the addresses before resending the email, and a means of creating and deleting entries. Services exist which offer this today, where most also provide an anonymous inbox for the user to manage. However these offer insufficient privacy protection, and therefore are not addressing the problem of returning control of data to users. This is due to the service having access to the emails being received, and the real email address of the user. Other limitations are the size of the lookup table, and preventing email loops.

Removing the ability to easily delete address mappings provides another possibility for email service providers to implement. The maximum length of an email address is 320 characters (2560 bits), where 64 characters are allowed before the “@” and 255 characters after [46]. Therefore there is
information life cycle (PILC) and see how it has been created, used, updated and stored. In addition, as a user, having the ability to be in the loop with personal information and the integration of all personal information attributes when used can be shown using visualization. Visualization can provide to users the ability to carry out analysis on the PILC and dissemination of personal information [32].

VII. CHALLENGES

A. Advertising

Many people would prefer a world without advertising, however it is essential to many ‘free’ services on offer today. A survey in 1999 on Internet advertising [45] showed that over half of the people sampled did not mind online advertising. Therefore unless users start paying for more services (for example Facebook), online advertisements are not going to disappear.

Other possibilities for targeting advertisements is on the client side. A browser stores all of a user’s recent history, which combined with personal information such as age, gives more powerful advertising capabilities. The device could receive a diverse range of advertisements [44], and the local device can decide which one the user would probably prefer. Another option would be for vendors to request from the user types of advertisements they would like to see using the proposed model.

This same technique could be applied to businesses buying personal information for brand awareness and product development. Where the users are surveyed on what they would like to see. Therefore instead of personal information being collected and sold with no control from the user, companies could get this information through other means. Surveys for example allow the user to have control over what information they are giving away.

B. Law Enforcement

The proposed model is not going to stop law enforcement agencies from tracking a users activity. However it will be more difficult as there are more companies they need to request data from. In order for the relay service to provide the account details for a user by request of a law enforcement agency, it needs a way of knowing the name of the user. One method would be to store a hash of each users name. Then if a user needs to be found, their name could be hashed before trying to find a match. This could provide false-positives, but could be checked by the relay service requesting the users name.

Another alternative would be for the relay service to securely store the personal information of each user for the sole purpose of complying with law enforcement. This should be done in a manner that decryption can only be computed offline. Thus the decryption key should not be accessible automatically, to prevent a data breach in the event of an attack.

C. Password Reset for Relay Service

The relay service is going to need some personal information, for example mobile number and email address in

$$E(b_x) \rightarrow <64 \text{ bytes}>@<192 \text{ bytes}>.\text{encrypted.gmail.com}$$

When the remaining bytes are encrypted, gives 16 cipher email addresses. Sending an email now requires the first cipher email to be in the to field, and the rest in the cc field. Note that mail clients will need to be configured to send 1 email, not send 16. When the encrypted.gmail.com servers receive the message, they can decrypt the parts and form the original email address. Because this would be implemented by Google, if a user replies the address can be hidden again, with one address in the from field, with the rest in the cc field.

G. Data Provenance

Traceability of the data can also be augmented to the proposed model from the client and vendor side using data provenance. Data provenance refers to the metadata that captures the derivation history of a piece of data [37] and is conceptualised as a graph [38]. Through the data provenance, the who, when and how regarding interactions with the data can be deduced.

On the client side, provenance of the user’s information can be created by recording and modelling vendor requests into a data provenance graph. The graph would capture when and what information was requested by the different vendors. With just information from the client side, the data provenance graph would resemble a timeline showing the various requests by different vendors across time. However, the graph can be augmented with information from the vendor side to show how the data was being used.

Third-parties provide little transparency and auditability of users data while in transit or rest within their systems [11]. Provenance capturing tools such as Progger [59] and Pegasus [60] can be deployed at the vendor side to capture the provenance showing how the requested user information is being used. Upon request by the clients, vendors can choose to send the relevant portions of the tamper-evident provenance graph to the clients. When augmented with the client side data provenance graph, it would show various requests across time and how each vendor used the information requested, to the users via a visual representation [61].

Other options for vendors to provide more trust to the users is to meet certain standards and certifications. International standards are now emerging for cloud service providers, with ISO/IEC 27018:2014 (with ISO/IEC 27002 as one of its normative references) being the first International code of practice that focuses on protection of Personally Identifiable Information (PII) in the cloud.

H. Visualisation

A potential method of returning control to users with the use of their personal information is to visualise the personal

$$E(b_x) \rightarrow <64 \text{ bytes}>@<192 \text{ bytes}>.\text{encrypted.gmail.com}$$
order for password reset. Section VII-B details a few methods for complying with law enforcement agencies, which could help for password reset capabilities while protecting user information. However if the relay service is acting as an email relay, the email address we need to be visible regardless.

D. Online Tracking and Information Linkage

The structure of an IP address is such that your location on the Internet can be found. Therefore they can be approximately mapped to a real location. Techniques exist to hide your IP address such as proxies [65] and onion routing [66][67]. The Tor software [68][69] is an example of onion routing and can be simple to setup on a personal computer, however not easy for mobile devices and other applications. Tor claims to secure, by encrypting data throughout the route taken protecting privacy. However the security has been compromised [51][53]. Proxies also have issue, for example not always allowing secure traffic and can act as a malicious man-in-the-middle. Therefore currently for the regular Internet user IP address anonymisation is still a challenge. The introduction of 5G communications could lead to more challenges or possible improvements for this problem [52].

Another challenge for user privacy and protection of personal information is the online tracking between sites. For example every link on Google actually points to back Google, before redirecting to the intended address. This allows Google to track the links and sites a user is visiting [155]. In 2016, Google Chrome had ≈ 50% market share on desktop computers [52]. The issue here is Google Chrome can be linked to a users Google account, allowing Google to learn even more about a user.

To help protect personal information from being linked from different vendors, the proposed model has the unique user code. Then if the user does not trust the vendor, they only receive anonymous data. This prevents any linkage between the accounts using personal information or account details. However, information can also be linked together using a user’s browser fingerprint [53], IP address or cookies [55]. Hiding IP addresses have been discussed earlier in this section, where fingerprinting and cookies are more problematic. These issues probably need to be addressed by browser vendors [50].

VIII. RELATED WORKS AND TECHNOLOGIES

A. End-to-End Encryption

PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) was a program developed in the mid 1990s which could encrypt a users email so that only the intended recipient could read it [57]. However today protecting privacy by sending emails with end-to-end encryption is still not easy for the average user, and both Google and Yahoo have projects to try and solve this problem. “Engineers from Google, Yahoo, and the open source community continue to work together on the End-To-End Mail extension project. It remains a work in progress” [58]. In a Google Transparency Report on Safer Emails, they state that an email will be encrypted in transit (if the other email provider supports TLS encryption), but this does not encrypt data at rest [59].

Therefore still a simple email can expose personal information and risk a users privacy. This could be a potential issue with using an email relay like in Figure 4.

B. Secure Data Processing

Homomorphic encryption [60][61][62] and other secure processing techniques [63][64] allow data to remain private, while still being able to be processed. For example encrypting some data, computing the average over the cipher texts, and after decryption the result is revealed. These concepts can be applied to cloud services to protect user privacy, for example voting [65]. This could also allow the relay service in the proposed model to keep statistics in a secure manner.

C. Password Management Tools

Password reuse can allow an attacker to gain access to multiple accounts after a single leak [66]. Tools which allow a user to automatically generate random passwords without the need to remember them are very convenient [67]. Examples are 1Password [68], Passset [69], and Apple’s built in iCloud Keychain [20]. However these still offer a single point of failure, and in most cases a compromised password management account is more serious than a few online accounts using the same password. The significances to user privacy of such tools is the ability to also create random usernames, as well as random passwords. For example, the flow diagrams in Figures 5 and 6 for registration could use such tools, as well as the sample website interface in Figure 3.

D. Other Privacy Models

Many proposed privacy models try to address the challenge of anonymising personal information [71][72][73][74]. However many fail to address usability for user accounts, traceability for law enforcement, verification for payments, anonymous postal addresses, and do not tackle the issue of returning control of data to users.

1) $k$-anonymity and $\ell$-diversity: Protecting privacy for data sets, $k$-anonymity states that a user cannot be distinguished from at least $k - 1$ users in the same set [71][72]. Suggested as an improvement over $k$-anonymity, $\ell$-diversity hardens against some of the known attack vectors on $k$-anonymity [73]. These work for data sets released by trustworthy vendors, such as healthcare releasing data sets for researchers. However vendors selling data online cannot always be trusted, and attackers releasing personal information on the black market are not going to protect privacy. The proposed model allows a user to choose if they trust a vendor or not, meaning anonymous information can be forced. Where $k$-anonymity cannot help protect a single user for account details. The model also states that no personal information should be saved within a vendors ecosystem, limiting attackers ability to access and release personal information.

2) Privacy-Preserving Linkage: Data linkage on personal information (such as names and addresses) in areas such as Health, census, and social security, help improve data processing and analysis [75]. This is made possible using several
privacy-preserving data linkage and extraction protocols across separate sources (databases). Enabling the sharing of data without the requirement of identifying any information to a specific person or data sources [76]. Other data privacy-preserving techniques are associated with geocoding whereby addresses are matched to their geographic locations [77]. As a result, these protocols and techniques brings in paramount importance to privacy and confidentiality to private (personal) information. Challenges include miss-matching specific information to incorrect identities, or having to check which data attributes are associated with the correct person [77].

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The current mindset of distributing personal information is flawed and gives users little confidence or control over their data. It results in an expanding data universe, but can be reduced with a personal data crunch. In this paper, a model where personal information is stored on a single entity is proposed. Through such an entity, appropriate responses can be returned to vendors requiring user information, based on their trust status. Most privacy models (described in Section VII) focus on published datasets, not personal information for user accounts. While other frameworks [13] are not designed for privacy and anonymity, and store personal information in plain-text. The other research gap covered in this paper is returning control of data to users, empowering them to govern their own security and not be forced into handing out personal information. In future work, an implementation of the proposed model will be developed in order to fully evaluate both its privacy and security properties. Combined with other research such as secure data processing and provenance loggers, could lead to more privacy, trust and security within the Internet.
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